
Charity walkCharity walk
For helping children For helping children in Mongoliain Mongolia  
    Tsukiji, Tsukiji, Tsukudajima, Tsukudajima, TsukishimaTsukishima

Hosted by 
Japan Asian Association & Asian 

Friendship Society (JAFS)

Let’s enjoy 

walking around 

nostalgic old down town

 Tokyo
We will hold The 'Charity walk' to found a kindergarten in 'Ger 

areas' in the capital city of Mongolia for poor children. Your 
entry fee is used for renovating the kindergarten and 

providing their teaching materials. 
We will also collect contributions for Kumamoto earthquake 

victims on the spot. For more info

Visit our site !

Date: June 4th (Sat.) 9:40~14:45

Meeting place: Tokyo Metro ‘Tsukiji station’ Exit1 (Exit for Tsukiji honganji Temple)　
Entry fee:：　 JPY 1,000 (High school students and under: JPY500)
      (In addition, an admission fee (JPY 100) of ‘Time dome Akashi (The folk museum of Chuo city)’ is needed.)
What to bring:　water, hat, towel, umbrella, etc.　　
　　　(Lunch is not included in the program. You will have time for lunch and shopping at the Tsukiji outer market.)

【Walking route】Start :  Tokyo Metro Tsukiji station(9:50)  ～ Tsukiji Honganji temple 

       ～ Tsukiji outer market(10:40-12:00)  ～ Namiyoke inari shrine  ～ Museum of the Kachidokibashi bridge(12:20-12:40) 

       ～ Museum of the Chuo City (Time Dome Akashi)(13:10-13:30)  ～ Sumiyoshi Jinjya shrine

   　 ～ Goal : Breaking up spot(14:45) …<About 6 km> 【TBD］: Friendly meeting(15:00-16:30) 

【Walking route】Start :  Tokyo Metro Tsukiji station(9:50)  ～ Tsukiji Honganji temple 

       ～ Tsukiji outer market(10:40-12:00)  ～ Namiyoke inari shrine  ～ Museum of the Kachidokibashi bridge(12:20-12:40) 

       ～ Museum of the Chuo City (Time Dome Akashi)(13:10-13:30)  ～ Sumiyoshi Jinjya shrine

   　 ～ Goal : Breaking up spot(14:45) …<About 6 km> 【TBD］: Friendly meeting(15:00-16:30) 

※The schedule & walking route is subject to change due to unavoidable circumstances.

★Supporting Chidren in Mongoria
In 　 Mongoria, the rapid adoption of 
market economy has caused the 
massive migration to Ulan Bator and 
increasing ‘Ger areas’around the urban 
area. In the area, children is not always 
provided sufficient childcare from 
poverty.  We are trying to found a 
kindergarten in ‘Ger areas’for providing 
childcare services to poor children. 

Japan Asian Association & Asian Friendship Society
JAFS kanto Activities Committee

TEL:06-6444-0587  FAX: 06-6444-0581
E-mail: jafskanto@gmail.com
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Take the first step toward international contribution!
JAFS Charity Walk

  Application・Contact About JAFS

Name

Address 〒

Telephone/ FAX

E-mail address

Number of participants Adults: (　　　), High school students and under: (　　　)　　　　　　

Comments

“Tsukiji・Tsukudajima・Tsukishima Charity Walk” Application Form
※We will not use your personal information without your consent.

Japan Asian Association 
 & Asian Friendship Society (JAFS)
JAFS kanto Activities Committee
Higobashi Kanpo Building 5F, 1-2-14 Edobori, 
Nishi-ku, Osaka 550-0002, Japan
TEL 81 (6) 6444-0587 E-mail jafskanto@gmail.com
URL http://kanto.jafs.or.jp

FAX　06-6444-0581

The ‘Japan Asian Association & Asian Friendship Society 
(JAFS) ‘is a Non-Governmental Organization involved with 
international co-operational work and networking. Aiming 
to create “understanding, cooperation and solidarity” 
among Asian people, JAFS has been implementing 
sustainable development cooperation projects starting with 
the provision of wells, and has presently spread to 
incorporate projects in education, environmental 
protection, hygiene, health improvement, upgrading 
livelihood, and rural development among others. 

Since 1999, JAFS has held Charity walks for raising 
contributions throughout the country. JAFS Kanto, a voluntary 
branch of JAFS in the Tokyo Metropolitan area, has held the 
Charity walks a lot of times in such various spots as Takao-san 
mountain, Yokohama, Kamakura, and so on.

 The entry fee of the Charity walk is used for supporting aid 
projects of JAFS operated in Asian countries. You can support 
disadvantaged people or vulnerable people by participating in 
and enjoying the walk program. 

When you cannot join us, you can cooperate with the projects 
by contribute the entry fee of JPY1,000 without participating in it 
as ‘Walking by heart’.
Contribution of ‘Walking by heart’ is received in the account as 

follows;
Japan Post Bank: 00960-6-10835 Ajia Kyokai Ajia Tomonokai
Please write ‘Walking by heart’ in Tokyo in the space for 

correspondence

 JAFS Kanto is a voluntary branch of 
JAFS in the Tokyo Metropolitan area. 
Aiming to support disadvantaged 
people in Asian countries in a natural 
way, we hold various charity 
programs such as a Charity walk, a 
Charity concert, a study tour and so 
on. Please join us without hesitation !
　

JAFS Kanto

Takao-san mountain

Katsushika, Shibamata Sensoji Temple
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